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Eilzabeth Warren
Side Kick
Donald Trump
Narrator
Dr. Gupta

Setting Dunkin Donuts
Setting Nest
Setting Oval Office
Robot finds Elizabeth Warren in Dunkin Donuts in Washington DC.
???

Scene 1
Narrator: (40 seconds)
Not so long ago, in a place not so far away,  

Main theme is played (10 seconds)
It’s TrolyPoly, the six arm super hero
She stands up to Trump with the tweets she will dump

Episode 17
“The Attack on Creativity”

Using threats, alternative facts and the help from the Russians, Donald Trump became 
President. No man and no woman could defeat him.

Aggressive, Arrogant, Lying President Donald Trump continues to harass creativity by signing 
executive orders. A mysterious troller, TrolyPoly, is trying to rally followers to impeach Trump.

Our only hope, Senator Elizabeth Warren, struggled against Trump’s power using the words of 
Caretta Scott King, but she was silenced by the ruthless Mitch McConnell.  Can she defeat 
Donald Trump on her own…



Scene 2 (52 seconds for scene)

Play Trump theme…(10 seconds running 25 seconds)

Trump: (15 seconds running 40 seconds)
“Global warming is as fake as the news. Just like TrolyPoly. This is plot by Chinese to steal jobs. 
sad! So cold people are going back to Mexico because of I.C.E.. E.O. will stop hoax. “

Narrator: (45 seconds running 1.5 minutes)
Data is vital to creativity because without data scientists can’t create new theories and use 
those theories to make the world better.

Under the blanket of night, Dr. Gupta was preparing for the worst and building a robot to store 
all of NASA climate data because he knew that Trump was going to delete data. The robot was 
programmed to check facts and the robot is not allowed to lie.

Side Kick theme plays…(10 seconds)

Dr. Gupta:
These files must be protected and brought to Elizabeth Warren. You are our only hope. Disguise 
yourself as a trash can so you are not caught.”



Scene 3 (40 seconds)
how do we know the side kick is clumbsy?
bumps into trash can knocks over Starbucks coffee cups. The people who work at Dunkin 
Donuts like to drink Starbucks.

Narrator: 
Elizabeth Warren is hanging up poster of Coretta Scott’s posters.

Side Kick: 
Are you Elizabeth Warren?

Elizabeth Warren:
 Yes, who are you?

Side Kick: 
I am AGNI, artifical, gender neutral and I am here with vital data. I checked all 1151 Dunkin' 
Donuts in Massachusetts before I checked all 17 in DC. 

Elizabeth Warren
Why did you check all of the Dunkin Donuts?

Side-Kick
You are the Senator from Massachusetts and according to my statistics  it is common for people 
from Massachusetts to go to Dunkin Donuts. 

Elizabeth Warren
What is the data?

Side-Kick
I have the climate data from NASA and I can help you by fact checking Trump’s tweets.



Scene 4 (1:05)
trump theme

Trump:
TrolyPoly can’t stop me now. She can’t fact check this one. Trump does evil thing…(patting 
toupee)

I am the LEAST transfobic person u will ever meat. I hit the royal flush with this new E.O. There 
may be some leaks about this butt everything will be alt-right.

Narrator:
When people don’t feel safe, they can’t take risks and be creative.

side-kick theme
Side Kick:
Alert, Alert. Alternative facts detected. Trump said he would protect LGBTQ community and now 
he’s not.

Elizabeth Warren:
To the nest we go! Warren reveals herself as the 6 armed alien TrolyPoly

Superhero Theme:
It’s TrolyPoly, the six arm super hero
She stands up to Trump with the tweets she will dump

Narrator:
It’s TrolyPoly, Its Troly Poly. The 6 arm alien superhero tweets with each arm, so fast, it will 
seem like she’s in the past.

TrolyPoly:
“You change your mind as much as you change your pants with all those leaks!”

Narrator:
TrolyPoly distracted Trump so much he forgot to sign the executive order and he went 
Starbucks to feel better, but he really wanted a donut.

two minutes for scene-4 minutes running



Scene 5 (1:05)
Trump theme:
Trump: (orange to red)
“She must be getting outside help. Ban twitter accounts. I have to make an immigrant ban to 
stop from helping TrolyPoly ”

“Illegals are pouring in like losers at the polls. There were five million illegal voters. This stops 
with this EO. #endtheterror”

TrolyPoly can’t stop me now. She can’t fact check this one. Trump does evil thing…(patting 
toupee)

Narrator:
Immigrants have different world views, which expands creativity and makes it more successful. 
in 2016, all US nobel prize winners were immigrants.

side-kick theme
Side Kick:
Alert, Alert. Alternative facts detected. Trump said he five million illegals voted. That is not true.

Elizabeth Warren:
To the nest we go! Warren reveals herself as the 6 armed alien TrolyPoly
(Warren places on a coat with 4 extra arms creating 6 arms)

Superhero Theme:
Narrator:
It’s TrolyPoly, the six arm super hero
She stands up to Trump with the tweets she will dump

TrolyPoly:
“The only illegals during the election was you getting help from the Russians”

Narrator:
TrolyPoly distracted Trump so much he forgot to sign the executive order and he went to 
Dunking Donuts to feel better.
another two minutes, 6 minutes running



Scene 6 - (1:30)

Narrator: 
Trump theme
Trump enters the Dunkin Donuts, where Elizabeth Warren is tweeting.

Trump:
 “You, Powka—-noccio”

Elizabeth Warren:
 “This ends right here, right now. Roast battle. If I win, you resign. If you win, you won’t not 
resign ”

Trump
“shake on it, like Buster Keaton”

“three stooges stuff-rock, paper, scissors with 6 arms to see who goes first”

Elizabeth Warren
Reveals herself as TrolyPoly. “I am TrolyPoly, your worst nightmare.”

Trump:
You haven’t been doing a good job then, because your making me fall asleep because your so 
boring.

Elizabeth Warren:
I’m am boring through your executive orders and this tweet will will board up your Presidency. 

Trump:
ICE deport her. 

Narrator:
Trump throws ice cubes at TrolyPoly, who falls before she finish the tweet. She is unconscious.

AGNI:
moves toward TrolyPoly, grabs phone.

Trump:
looks like little boy found a phone.

AGNI:
I am not a man.



Trump:
looks like little lady found a phone.

AGNI:
I am not a woman.

Trump:
looking confused…but no man or woman can stop me.

AGNI:
I am no man and no woman. I am going to stop you.

Narrator:
Will AGNI send the final tweet? Will that tweet end the CATastrophy?  Will Trump break out of 
this astonished, bewildered and utterly unresponsive state continue to sign executive orders. 
Stay tuned for episode 18. Same creative time, same creative channel. 

THE END
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